METRO EVENTS : Conference
From the Newspaper Published Feb 14, 2015 07:03am
The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung are organising
a one-day conference on ‘National Action Plan: Policy to Practice’ as part of the mega
project ‘Salam’ on Wednesday, February 18 at Marriott Hotel at 10am.
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Conference on NAP: Policy and Practice on Wednesday
Published: Pre-conference

ISLAMABAD (Online): A national conference on \"National Action Plan: Policy and Practice\"
under CPGS’s Project SALAM will be held on February 18.
The conference is a joint venture of Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) in collaboration
with the German organization Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) in which experts related to
security issues will express their views.
The CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran will give welcome remarks and KAS Country head
will give introductory remarks while Chairman Senate of Pakistan. Senator Afrasiab Khattak,
Chairman Senate Functional Committee on Human Rights will be chief guest.
The former senator and chairman of senate committee on foreign affairs ambassador (r) Akram
Zaki will chair a session on “Challenges of Current Internal Situation of Pakistan” in which Lt.
Gen(R) Asif Yasin Malik, HI(M), Former Defence Secretary, Ministry of Defence will address on
“Dynamics of Current Security situation in Pakistan”, Dr Manzer Zaidi, Former Director, NACTA,
National Action Plan & Internal Security policy: Contours of counter terrorism strategy and Dr
Moeed Pirzada, Journalist, TV Anchor will remarks on “Role and responsibility of the media in
the prevailing situation”
Dr Pervaiz Iqbal Cheema, Dean FCS, National Defence University will chair session on
“Framework for the Proposed Solution” in which Ahmer Bilal Soofi, legal expert will present a
critical review of existing mechanism and framework after 21st constitutional amendment, Dr
Ijaz Shafi Gilani, Chairman, Gallup will draw attention on war against militancy and economic/
political indicators of Pakistan and Dr, Nazir Hussian, Associate Professor, Quaid-i-Azam
University would present proposed possible solution and implementation strategy.
Maj. Gen Noel Israel Khokhar, HI (M) Director General, Institute for Strategic Studies, Research
& Analysis (ISSRA), National Defence University will deliver concluding remarks and former
Defense Minister Syed Naveed Qamar will come up with vote of thanks.

National Action Plan:
Call for implementation under single command
By Our Correspondent Published: February 19, 2015
Islamabad: Speakers at a conference to discuss the National Action Plan (NAP) expressed
concern over the slow pace of execution and called on the government to ensure its effective
implementation.
The conference was organised by the Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) and Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung to review the progress on NAP on Wednesday.
The speakers deliberated on the contours of the counter-terrorism strategy. ANP Senator
Afrasiab Khattak emphasised on the implementation aspect of the policy. CPGS President
Senator Sehar Kamran said consensus after December 16 was unprecedented and needed to be
built upon. Former defence secretary Asif Malik said there was a lot of focus on terrorism but
none on sectarianism.
Manzar Zaidi, former Nacta director, said NAP was important yet the measures agreed were not
new.
Lawyer Ahmer Bilal Soofi noted that political and military leaders had on several occasions
stated the country was in a state of war. This had legal implications, he said.
Dr Nazir Hussain of Quaid-i-Azam University suggested a three-month national security
emergency, putting NAP implementation under one command and indiscriminate action
against terrorists.
http://tribune.com.pk/story/840604/national-action-plan-call-for-implementation-undersingle-command/

Conference reviews progress on NAP implementation
By Staff Report Published: February 19, 2015
ISLAMABAD: The one-day Conference on ‘National Action Plan: Policy to Practice’ was jointly
organized on Wednesday by the Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) and German
Foundation Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) to review the progress on the implementation of the
National Action Plan on Counter-terrorism (NAP-CT).
Speakers at the seminar on Wednesday expressed concerns over the slow execution of the policy
and called upon on the government to ensure its effective implementation. The speakers
deliberated on the prevailing security situation in the country and the contours of the counterterrorism strategy that was put in place after the Army Public School Peshawar Tragedy.
Senate Committee on Human Right, Chairman Senator, Afrasiab Khattak while emphasizing on the
implementation aspect said that the problem has already been diagnosed and the treatment
prescribed. “But still we require solid steps,” he said and pointed out that banned organizations
were still active and little action had been taken against the hate speech.
“I can’t understand why the government was hesitant n acting against them,” he added. PPP
Senator Farhatullah Babar said that the NAP will not succeed as long as the widening mistrust
between Afghanistan and Pakistan is bridged and the two countries meaningfully and sincerely
cooperated with each other and in this regard our security establishment has to do much more
than what has been done.
He said that unfortunately Pakistan had not responded adequately to three clear signals from
President Ashraf Ghani to bridge the gap.
These signals from President Ghani he said were; rejection of weapons offer to Afghanistan by New
Delhi, sending Afghan cadets for training in PMA Kakul and the setting up of Special Economic Zone
in Afghanistan for the exclusive use of Pakistani entrepreneurs.
These are huge confidence building measures taken by Afghanistan, which must be reciprocated by
Pakistan if we really want to improve the ties and overcome decades of mistrust for the success of
NAP, he said.

CPGS President, Senator, Sehar Kamran said: “The provisions of NAP point towards a remedy that
lies ahead. However, its implementation needs strategic vision and farsightedness.
The unity achieved in the aftermath of the Peshawar massacre needs to be strengthened further by
aiming for the long term, all comprehensive and sustainable solutions to the problems.” The
consensus that has emerged after the December 16 tragedy was unprecedented and needed to be
built upon, she said and added that there was no space for extremism and violence in Pakistan.
Former Defense secretary Lt Gen (r) Asif Yasin Malik, speaking on this occasion, said that the only
cure to the problem lay in governance. He said there was lot of focus on TTP terrorism, but virtually
blind eye was being turned to sectarianism and other problems including Karachi. Manzar Zaidi, a
former director at NACTA, said National Action Plan was an important milestone in the counterterrorism history of Pakistan even though the measures agreed under it were not new. “The NAP
postulates were envisaged earlier under NISP and also existed in previous policies and laws,” he
recalled adding that one could hope that they are implemented this time. Apart from the civilmilitary relations, he observed, it was important to look into the civil-military organizational
capacity imbalance because civilian institutions have on number of occasions failed to step up to
the plate.
TV anchor analyst Moeed Pirzada said that media despite all its confusions and other issues fully
supported Zarb-e-Azb, National Action Plan, the executions of convicted terrorists and military
courts. He said media plays important role in creating national consensus. Legal Expert Ahmer Bilal
Soofi noted the government’s international commitments to counter-terrorism.
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/islamabad/19-Feb-2015/conference-reviews-progress-on-napimplementation

National security emergency proposed
By The Newspaper's Staff Reporter Published Feb 19, 2015 06:27am
ISLAMABAD: When the government announced the National Action Plan (NAP) on
counterterrorism after the December 16 Peshawar School carnage, people wanted its
immediate implementation.
Almost two months later, disenchantment with the sluggish pace of progress is growing.
Some of this frustration was voiced at a seminar held on Wednesday to review the
implementation of the new plan.
Some of the speakers at the seminar, jointly organised by The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf
Studies (CPGS) and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) put forward intriguing ideas for successful
execution of the plan.
Two such proposals were about government taking over the control of mosques and imposing a
national security emergency.
Chairman Senate Functional Committee on Human Rights Senator Afrasiab Khattak set the tone
for the discussion on the issue by asking the government to do more as he questioned how
banned groups were openly operating and little had been done about hate speech.
Mr Khattak said the problem of violent extremism was deep-rooted, therefore, required
consistent policies for dealing with it. The menace, he further said, could only be defeated
through the support by the entire nation.
Legal expert says special situation calls for enforcing ‘Law of War’
Former defence secretary retired Lt-Gen Asif Yasin Malik while suggesting measures for
implementation of NAP said it required governance and strong national will.
Among the other steps recommended by him was the proposal for putting all mosques under
government control.

For ending external funding of mosques, he suggested, all expenditure including the sustenance
of the cleric and caretaker should be borne by the government.
“Mosques are being used to pollute minds by sowing hatred for other sects,” Gen Malik said.
He expressed the hope that foreign donors could also chip in with resources if the government
moves to take control of mosques.
Legal expert Ahmer Bilal said Pakistan was in a state of conflict — a fact that has been stated
by both civilian and military leaders on more than one occasion.
The promulgation of Article 245, he observed, was the notification of the commencement of
conflict.
He contended that the special situation in the country implied that ‘Law of War’ was applicable
here. “The 21st Amendment also falls in the basket of Law of War,” he said and listed other
legal provisions that could come under war legislation – Article 256 (forbidding private armies);
Army Act; Police Act; Section 76 PPC; Section 121 PPC and Actions in Aid of Civil Power
Regulation 2011.
Mr Soofi also supported the military courts with the proviso that those tried by them fell under
the category of ‘enemy of state’; belonged to proscribed organizations; and the offence was
comparable to international crimes. The rest of the cases, he believed, should be tried by the
Anti-Terrorism Courts.
Mr Soofi said he considered the military courts as war crime tribunals.
During the tenure of the military courts, he suggested, the judiciary should revitalize the regular
judicial system to reduce “the appetite” for military courts.
Quaid-i-Azam University Professor Dr Nazir Hussain said NAP was followed by high pitched
rhetoric, but nothing was done for its implementation.
He suggested that a national security emergency should be imposed in the country for a three
month period and all international borders should be sealed, besides regulating the interprovincial movement.
Dr Hussain also called for indiscriminate action against terrorists and “finding the enemy
within”.
President The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies Senator Sehar Kamran said: “The provisions
of NAP point towards a remedy that lies ahead. However, its implementation needs strategic

vision and farsightedness. The unity achieved in the aftermath of the Peshawar massacre needs
to be strengthened further by aiming for the long term, all comprehensive and sustainable
solutions to the problems.”
The consensus that has emerged after December 16 tragedy was unprecedented and needed to
be built upon, she said and added that there was no space for extremism and violence in
Pakistan.
Maj Gen Noel Khokhar, Director General Institute of Strategic Studies, Research and Analysis at
the National Defense University, in his concluding remarks suggested an All-Parties Conference
on the future of Fata.
He furthermore said the role of provincial chief ministers in the implementation of NAP was
very important and people were looking towards them for implementation.

http://www.dawn.com/news/1164595

Speakers express concern over slow-paced NAP execution
By Staff Reporter Published: February 19, 2015
Islamabad - Speakers at a conference on the National Action Plan on Counterterrorism while
expressing concern over the slow-paced execution of the policy called on the government to
ensure its effective implementation.
The one-day conference on ‘National Action Plan: Policy to Practice’ was jointly organised on
Wednesday by the Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) and German Foundation Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) to review the progress on implementation of the National Action Plan
on Counterterrorism.
The speakers deliberated on the prevailing security situation in the country and the contours of
the counterterrorism strategy that was put in place after the Army Public School Peshawar
tragedy.
Chairman Senate Committee on Human Right Senator Afrasiab Khattak while emphasizing on
the implementation aspect said that the problem has already been diagnosed and the
treatment prescribed.
“But still we require solid steps,” he said and pointed out that banned organizations were still
active and little action had been taken against hate speech.
“I can’t understand why the government was hesitant in acting against them,” he added.
The senator noted that the action against terrorism required the support of the entire nation.
President CPGS Senator Sehar Kamran said, “The provisions of NAP point towards a remedy
that lies ahead.
However, its implementation needs strategic vision and farsightedness.
The unity achieved in the aftermath of the Peshawar massacre needs to be strengthened
further by aiming for the long term, all comprehensive and sustainable solutions to the
problems.”
The consensus that has emerged after December 16 tragedy was unprecedented and needed to
be built upon, she said and added that there was no space for extremism and violence in
Pakistan.

Former defense secretary Lt Gen (Retd) Asif Yasin Malik, speaking on this occasion, said that the
only cure to the problem lies in governance.
He said there was lot of focus on TTP terrorism, but virtually blind eye was being turned to
sectarianism and other problems including Karachi.
Gen Malik said strong national will was also required to defeat terrorism.
He suggested various steps that the government needed to undertake for effective
implementation of its counterterrorism plan, which included reforms in the police, mosque,
seminaries and curriculum; steps for economic revival, ending corruption, ensuring justice and
providing education and health services.
Manzar Zaidi, a former director at NACTA, said National Action Plan was important milestone in
the counter-terrorism history of Pakistan even though the measures agreed under it were not
new.
“The NAP postulates were envisaged earlier under NISP and also existed in previous policies
and laws,” he recalled adding that one could hope that they are implemented this time.
Apart from the civil-military relations, he observed, it was important to look into the civilmilitary organizational capacity imbalance because civilian institutions have on number of
occasions failed to step up to the plate.
Zaidi said it was important that police and law enforcement organizations had functional
research wings.
He remarked that National Police Bureau and R&D departments of Police were dysfunctional.
The National Public Safety Commission, he further said, wasn’t allowed to take shape either.
He observed that it was more important to implement the policies and laws instead of creating
new institutions.
“It’s important to build the capacity of Anti-Terrorist Courts that have existed for 18 years
now,” he said while speaking about the creation of military courts for trial of terrorism
suspects.
Legal Expert Ahmer Bilal Soofi noted the government’s international commitments to
counterterrorism.
He observed that the political and military leadership had on several occasions stated that the
country was in a state of war.
This, he underscored, had legal implications.

The confusion in the country, Soofi opined, was because of the absence of a clear distinction
between the law of peace and law of war in the domestic context.
The recently enacted 21st amendment, he believed, also fell in the basket of law of war
framework.
Dr Nazir Hussain of Quaid-e-Azam University mentioned the inadequate progress on the
implementation of National Action Plan on counter-terrorism.
He suggested a 3 month National Security emergency in the country; putting NAP
implementation under one command; and indiscriminate action against all terrorist groups.
Maj Gen Noel Khokhar, Director General Institute of Strategic Studies, Research and Analysis at
the National Defense University, in his concluding remarks said the attack on Army Public
School Peshawar was a defining moment that produced extraordinary consensus against
terrorism in the country.
Gen Khokhar underlined the need for continued policies that could ensure consistent action
against militant groups so that the menace could be eliminated from the country.
Senior PPP leader and former federal minister Naveed Qamar regretted that lot of uniformed
debate on the critical issue of counter-terrorism was taking place in the media and even in the
parliament.
He hoped that this fight against terrorism is taken to a logical conclusion so that tragedies like
APS Peshawar do not happen again.
http://nation.com.pk/islamabad/19-Feb-2015/speakers-express-concern-over-slow-paced-napexecution

Experts concerned over slow implementation of NAP
By Our correspondent Thursday, February 19, 2015
ISLAMABAD: Experts Wednesday expressed concern over the slow-paced implementation of
the National Action Plan (NAP) against terrorism and asked the government to ensure its
effective execution and urged imposition of a three-month national security emergency.
The conference titled ‘National Action Plan: Policy to Practice’ was jointly organised by the
Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) and German Foundation, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
(KAS), to review the progress on implementation of the NAP on Counter-terrorism.
Speakers deliberated on security situation in the country and the contours of the
counterterrorism strategy that was put in place after the Army Public School Peshawar tragedy.
Chairman of Senate Committee on Human Rights Senator Afrasiab Khattak pointed out that
banned organisations were still active and little action had been taken against hate speech.
Former defence secretary Lt Gen (R) Asif Yasin Malik said that the only cure to the problem lay
in governance. He said there was a lot of focus on TTP terrorism, but virtually a blind eye was
being turned to sectarianism and other problems including Karachi. He suggested various steps
that the government needed to undertake for effective implementation of its counterterrorism
plan, which included reforms in the police, mosque, seminaries and the curriculum; steps for
economic revival, ending corruption, ensuring justice and providing education and health
services.
Manzar Zaidi, former director at Nacta, said NAP was an important milestone in the history of
Pakistan even though the measures agreed under it were not new. Apart from the civil-military
relations, he observed that it was important to look into the civil-military organisational
capacity imbalance because civilian institutions had, on a number of occasions, failed to step up
to the plate.
Zaidi said it was important that police and law enforcement organisations had functional
research wings. He remarked that National Police Bureau and R&D department of Police were
dysfunctional. The National Public Safety Commission, he further said, wasn’t allowed to take
shape either.

He observed that it was more important to implement the policies and laws instead of creating
new institutions. “It’s important to build the capacity of Anti-Terrorism Courts that have existed
for 18 years now,” he said.
TV analyst Moeed Pirzada said that despite all confusions and other issues, media fully
supported Zarb-e-Azb, NAP, the execution of convicted terrorists and military courts. He said
media played an important role in creating national consensus.
Dr Ijaz Shafi Gilani of Gallup Pakistan said that while the sense of nationhood had grown in
Pakistan over the past decade and the extremist view had been rejected by the mainstream,
the problems had arisen due to mismatch of the socioeconomic indicators with the changing
situation.
Legal expert Ahmer Bilal Soofi observed that the political and military leadership had on several
occasions stated that the country was in a state of war, which he underscored, had legal
implications.
The confusion, Soofi opined, was because of the absence of a clear distinction between the law
of peace and law of war in the domestic context. The recently enacted 21st Amendment, he
believed, also fell in the basket of law of war framework.
Dr Nazir Hussain of Quaid-e-Azam University mentioned the inadequate progress on the
implementation of NAP. He suggested a three-month National Security emergency in the
country.
Maj Gen Noel Khokhar, DG Institute of Strategic Studies, Research and Analysis at the National
Defence University, in his concluding remarks said the attack on Army Public School Peshawar
was a defining moment that produced extraordinary consensus against terrorism countrywide.
Khokhar underlined the need for continued policies that could ensure consistent action against
militant groups so that the menace could be eliminated from the country.
Senior PPP leader and former federal minister Naveed Qamar hoped that this fight against
terrorism was taken to a logical conclusion so that tragedies like Peshawar carnage did not
happen again.
President CPGS Senator Sehar Kamran said: “The provisions of NAP point towards a remedy
that lies ahead. However, its implementation needs strategic vision and farsightedness. The
unity achieved in the aftermath of the Peshawar massacre needs to be strengthened further by
aiming for the long term, all comprehensive and sustainable solutions to the problems.”

The consensus that has emerged after December 16 tragedy was unprecedented and needed to
be built upon, she said adding that there was no space for extremism and violence in Pakistan.
http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-2-302524-Experts-concerned-over-slowimplementation-of-NAP

Concern expressed over poor progress of NAP
implementation
By Fazal Sher/Ali Hussain Thursday, February 19, 2015

ISLAMABAD: Expressing concerns over the poor progress of implementation of the National
Action Plan (NAP), parliamentarians and experts on Wednesday urged the government to
ensure effective execution of the plan particularly to prevent banned outfits from resurfacing
with new names.
Speakers at a conference on ‘National Action Plan: Policy to Practice’, jointly organized by the
Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) and German foundation Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
(KAS), to review the progress on implementation of the National Action Plan on counterterrorism, called upon the government to expedite the pace of work on Madressah reforms,
capacity building of the civil armed forces and judiciary as well as improving trust building
measures with Afghanistan.
They deliberated on the prevailing security situation in the country and contours of the
counter-terrorism strategy that was put in place after the Peshawar Army Public School
carnage.
Senator Afrasiab Khattak of Awami National Party (ANP) while speaking as chief guest pointed
out that the physical structure of militants located in tribal areas, has greatly been dismantled
due to the ongoing military operation but their ideological structure spreads all over the
country which also needs to be curbed.
He said that relation with Afghanistan was important, as the country has recently taken
effective actions against terrorists’ hideouts across the border, which has changed the whole
scenario of relations between two countries.
He said that bringing political reforms in FATA are also important to bring it in the mainstream
as the region has always been used for launching “great games” in the past.

He pointed out that banned organizations were still active and little action had been taken
against hate speech, adding the inaction of the government in this regard was behind the
misunderstanding.
Former defense secretary Lt-Gen (retd) Asif Yasin Malik said that the only cure to the problem
lay in governance, adding only good governance and the national unity could change the
current situation.
He said there was lot of focus on the TTP terrorism, but virtually blind eye was being turned to
sectarianism and other problems, including Karachi.
He suggested various steps that the government needed to undertake for effective
implementation of its counter-terrorism plan, which included reforms in the police, mosque,
Madressah and the curriculum; steps for economic revival, ending corruption, ensuring justice
and providing education and health services to the people.
Dr Manzar Zaidi, former director NACTA, said the National Action Plan was important milestone
in the counter-terrorism history of Pakistan even though the measures agreed under it were
not new.
He said the NAP postulates were envisaged earlier under the National Internal Security Policy
[NISP] and also existed in previous policies and laws.
He argued that apart from the civil-military relations, it was important to look into the civilmilitary organizational capacity imbalance because civilian institutions, what he said, have on
number of occasions failed to deliver.
He stated that it was important to implement policies and laws instead of creating new
institutions, adding the capacity building of anti-terrorist courts, functioning in the country for
last 18 years, needs to be strengthened.
Legal expert Ahmar Bilal Soofi said that the country was in the state of war as many times
states by the Prime Minister, the chief of the Army Staff and other government and opposition
leaders, adding in such situation it needs to implement war laws of the country.
He said that the confusion in the country was because of the absence of a clear distinction
between the law of peace and law of war in the domestic context, adding the recently enacted
21st Constitutional Amendment also falls in the category of law of war framework. He referred
to a number of articles of the Constitutions, including Article 145 and Article 247 that authorize
the use of force in such situations.

Senior PPP lawmaker Naveed Qamar while speaking hoped that the fight against terrorism was
taken to a logical conclusion so that tragedies like APS Peshawar do not happen again.
CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran said implementation of the NAP needs strategic vision
and farsightedness, adding the unity achieved in the aftermath of the Peshawar army school
massacre needs to be strengthened.
She said that consensus that has emerged after the December 16 tragedy was unprecedented
and needed to be built upon, adding there is no space for extremism and violence in Pakistan.
Dr Ijaz Shafi Gilani of Gallup Pakistan said that the sense of nationhood has grown in Pakistan
over the past decade and the extremist view has been rejected by the mainstream.
Professor (Dr) Nazir Hussain of the Quaid-e-Azam University expressed concern at the inaction
of the government to effectively deal with the activities of the banned outfits. “The seriousness
of the government could be jugged from the fact that a large number of members of a banned
organization entered the premises of the Supreme Court last week,” he said while referring to
the protest of the Ahle Sunnat wal Jamaat at the Constitutional Avenue last week.
He suggested a three-month “national security emergency” in the country; putting NAP
implementation under one command; and indiscriminate action against all terrorist groups.
Maj-Gen (retd) Noel Khokhar, Director General of Institute of Strategic Studies, Research and
Analysis of the National Defense University, in his remarks said the attack on APS Peshawar was
a defining moment that produced extra-ordinary consensus against terrorism in the country.
http://epaper.brecorder.com/2015/02/19/11-page/637816-news.html

Twitter

Shakir Baacha @ShakirBaacha Feb 18
Military courts were formed as a last resort to convict terrorists. #NAP2015
aisha chaudhary @aishachaudhary Feb 18
IMPLEMENTATION rather then CREATION. Rightly put by Dr. Manzar Zaidi on
the question of terrorism #NAP2015
Senator Sehar Kamran @SeharKamran Feb 18Islamabad, Pakistan
@M_EssJay @cpgs_org each & every perspective is important to understand
challenges & find remedies #NAP2015
Senator Sehar Kamran @SeharKamran Feb 18
We cannot forget the innocent blood of our children and cannot forgive those
brutal, savage, barbaric terrorists #NAP2015
Senator Sehar Kamran @SeharKamran Feb 18Islamabad, Pakistan
Put the economy right, prosperity cannot be sole privilege of few-Lt. Gen. Asif
Yasin &CPGS Conference #NAP2015
Nilofer Afridi Qazi @ninoqazi Feb 18
We need to implement not create new institutions for counter terrorism. Civilian
institutions must start working #nap2015
Ifrah Waqar @IfrahWaqar1 Feb 18
Dr Manzar Zaidi being a devil's advocate & taking about problems based on facts
rather than emotions. #NAP2015
Puruesh Chaudhary @puruesh Feb 18
After 18th Amendment, security is devolved to the provinces-if Nat'l Action Plan
is to succeed then efforts need to be streamline #NAP2015
M Suleman Shahid @M_S_Shahid Feb 18
Islamic law is clearly against terrorism, against any kind of deliberate killing of
civilians or similar 'collateral damage.' #NAP2015 @cpgs

SJ @M_EssJay Feb 18
#NAP2015: We need to talk & debate abt the #FacelessEnemy first. We aren't
aware about the diversity of our foe, yet planning to win a war.
Puruesh Chaudhary @puruesh Feb 18
Governance without effective accountability is a useless suggestion. #NAP2015
Rizwan-bin-Tufail @rizwanbintufail Feb 18
In other countries government says they WILL stop terrorism, in this country,
government says we CONDEMN terrorism #RawalpindiBlast #NAP2015
Jawad Falak @JawadFalak Feb 18
The seeds of the APS horror were sown in the first American intervention and
came to full bloom in the second intervention in NESA #NAP2015
Saima Sial @Saima_Sial Feb 18
"Failure is not an option. Our country is at crossroads", says Senator Afrasiab
Khattak, #NAP2015
Noel Khokhar @nikhokhar9 · Feb 18

@cpgs_org excellent seminar. Compliments to all the organisers.
aisha chaudhary @aishachaudhary Feb 18
"@AnasPKKH: Burning of Jordanian Pilot by #ISIS is Terrorism, and what is
burning of 256 people in Baldia Town? - @MoeedNj #NAP2015"

